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What is degeneracy? 

 
• Not: the ordinary meaning ('deterioration') 

 

• But: the technical meaning: "the ability of elements that are structurally 
different to perform the same function or yield the same output" 
(Edelman & Gally 2001:13763) 

 



Examples of degeneracy 

• In biology 
– Thermoregulation in the human body 

• shivering 

• countercurrent flow 

• perspiration 

• arteriolar vasodilation 

• wearing protective clothing 

• huddling 

• walking upright 

• goose bumps 



Examples of degeneracy 

• In biology: 

 
– Body needs amino acids, such as tryptophan 

 

– Humans do not rely on a single dietary source 
for tryptophan intake 

 

– Can be found in: chocolate, oats, dried dates, 
milk, yogurt, cottage cheese, red meat, eggs, 
fish, poultry, sesame, chickpeas, sunflower 
seeds, pumpkin seeds, spirulina, bananas, 
peanuts  



Degeneracy and related notions 

FunctionA 

Form1 

Isomorphy 
(1 to 1) 

Redundancy 
(synonymy) 

Pleiotropy 
(homonymy) 

Degeneracy 
(many to many) 

Degeneracy is not the same as redundancy: 
• Walking upright: has other functions too (increase of visual perimeter …) 
• Eating chocolate: has other functions too (endorphine, oxytocine ...) 

FunctionA 

Form1 Form2 

FunctionA 

Form1 

FunctionB FunctionA 

Form1 

FunctionB 

Form2 



Degeneracy in CAS 

• Degeneracy is a common feature of so-called 
'complex adaptive systems' 

 

• Complex adaptive systems (Holland 1992) 
– ant colonies (e.g. Hölldobler & Wilson 2008) 

– stock market (e.g. Mauboussin 2002) 

– human body 

– language (Beckner et al. 2009; Bybee 2010; Steels 2011) 

 

• What is the role of degeneracy in CAS? 
– robustness and evolvability (Whitacre & Bender 2010)   

 

 



Degeneracy in language 

• Language is a complex adaptive system 

 

• Complex adaptive systems display degeneracy 

 

• We may reasonably expect to come across degenerate strategies in 
language 

 

• Mentioned in passing in Edelman & Gally (2001:13764)  and Givón (post 
on FUNKNET, 13 Oct. 2011), but surprisingly, never investigated seriously, 
and no examples are given. 

 

 



Degeneracy in language 

• Examples of degeneracy in language: 

– the distinction between main clauses and subordinate clauses by conjunctions as well as 
by special word order (as in German Ich weiß nicht, ob er kommen wird (vs. Er wird 
kommen)) 

– the marking of the plural by both umlaut and a plural suffix (German Mann – Männer) 

– the expression of past time reference both by a prefixed ‘augment’ e- and a suffixed 
sigmatic marker -s- in Ancient Greek and Old Indic aorists (Ancient Greek é-lu-s-a ‘I 
unbound’) 

– Syntactic agreement markers (Siewierska 2004:120-127) 
  GUMAWANA 
  Komu ku-mwela 
  ‘you 2SG-climb’ 

 



Degeneracy in West Germanic 

 

1. Argument realisation 

 

2. Clause combining (subordination) 

 

3. The inner syntax of the NP 

 

4. Auxiliaries 

 

 (Evidence mostly from Dutch, but the argumentation carries over to 
other languages as well) 

 

See Van de Velde (2012) 

Project proposal 



Argument realisation 

• Middle Dutch relies on case for indicating the agentivity of the participants (Van de 
Velde 2004) 

• Agentivity can be broken down into features like volition, responsibility, control, 
animacy, instigation, movement etc. (Lakoff 1977; Dowty 1991; Næss 2007; Grimm 
2011, among others) 

• Case system (see Næss 2007:198): 

– Nominative: sentient, volitional, instigating 

– Accusative: non-sentient, involitional, affected 

– Dative: sentient, volitional, but non-instigating 

– Genitive: involitional, not fully affected (source) 

• AGENTIVE     nominative – dative – genitive – accusative     NON-AGENTIVE (PATIENTIVE) 

• Remarks: 

– There are alternative accounts: Dative: interested/affected party or Goal (rather than 
Patient), see e.g. Fried (1999) 

– Earlier layer: allative/essive relations 

– Prototypical functions, deviance possible (Geeraerts 1998) 



Argument realisation 

• The system works well for causal motion, or transfer (billiard ball events) 

• For experiencer processes (shame, amaze, wonder, annoy, forget ...), the causality 
is less straightforward: who or what is the instigator? 

• Wide range of case frames 

(1) nominative-stimulus, dative-experiencer  
Sere wonderde Pharaone sine vulmaectheit so scone 
much amazes Pharao:DAT his:NOM perfection:NOM so beautiful 
‘Pharao was amazed by his very beautiful perfection’ 

(2) genitive-stimulus, dative-experiencer  
Des wondert mi utermaten 
this:GEN amazes me:DAT highly 
‘I was highly astonished by this’ 

(3) nominative-experiencer, accusative-stimulus 
Die goede man, die in clenen dingen die grootheit van onsen here plach te wonderne wel zere 
the good man, who:NOM in little things the:ACC greatness:ACC of our:DAT lord:DAT used to amaze well very 
‘The good man, who used to be highly amazed about the greatness of our lord by little things’ 

(4) nominative-experiencer, genitive-stimulus 
Si wondrens sere algader 
they:NOM wonder=this:GEN much altogether 
‘They were all highly astonished about this’  



Argument realisation 

• Van de Velde (2004): distribution of the different constructions over the 
experiencer verbs is semantically motivated: 

– verbs with an inherently more agentive experiencer (e.g. denken ‘think’) ~ experiencer 
as actor 

– verbs with an inherently less agentive experiencer (e.g. ontbreken ‘lack’) ~ experiencer 
as an undergoer. 

– verbs that take a middle position (e.g. wonderen 'amaze') ~ impersonal construction 
(dat-exp / gen-stim) 

AGENTIVE EXPERIENCER 

Experiencer-nominative; Stimulus-accusative 

Experiencer-nominative; Stimulus-genitive 

Experiencer-dative; Stimulus-genitive 

Experiencer-dative; Stimulus-nominative 

NON-AGENTIVE EXPERIENCER 



Argument realisation 

• three verbs: (ge/be)denken ('think'), verwonderen ('amaze'), ont-/gebreken ('lack’) 
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Degeneracy in argument realisation 

• Case system erodes (deflection) 

• Is there a degenerate strategy? 

• Yes, there is: 

– prepositions 

 

 

 

– Extension of transitive clauses (exp-su) 

– Applicative morphology (wonderen/bewonderen, denken/bedenken … ) 

– New voice-based distinctions 

 

 

(1) Hen allen wonderde van dien (MNW s.v. wonderen) 
they:DAT all:DAT amazed of this:DAT 
'They were all amazed by this' 



Degeneracy in argument realisation 

• Extension of transitive clauses (exp-su) (see also Allen 1995, Trousdale 2008, a.o.) 
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Degeneracy in argument realisation 

• Applicative morphology 
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Degeneracy in argument realisation 

• New voice-based distinctions (re-establishing gradient argument structure) 
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Degeneracy in argument realisation 

• Is this degeneracy? Yes: 
– Strategies do not all stand in a simple trade-off relation (all strategies 

existed in Middle Dutch already) 

– Strategies serve other functions elsewhere in the system: marking 
allative relations, reciprocal predicates, passives … (many-to-many 
relationships) 

– Strategies are causally related (they can become more prominent to 
back up for loss due to deflection) 



Degeneracy in West Germanic 

 

1. Argument realisation 

 

2. Clause combining (subordination) 

 

3. The inner syntax of the NP 

 

4. Auxiliaries 

 

 (Evidence mostly from Dutch, but the argumentation carries over to 
other languages as well) 

 



Degeneracy in clause combining 

• Degree of syntactic integration may iconically correspond to the degree of semantic 
integration (see Cristofaro 2003) 

• Layered structure of the clause (Foley & Van Valin 1984; Hengeveld 1989; Cinque 1999) 

• Lower-level satellites such as time adverbial clauses tend to be better integrated than 
higher-level relations such as concessives (see Lehmann 1988, Hengeveld 1998, Croft 
2001, ch.9.4 and, specifically for Dutch, Smessaert et al. 2005). 

• Integration in Dutch is degenerately marked by the following strategies: 

– Inversion in the main clause 

– V-late in the subordinate clause 

– Explicit conjunctions 

– (consecutio temporum) 

• Compare: 

(1) TIME (2) CONCESSION 
Toen hij thuis kwam, begon het te regenen Al is hij ziek, hij komt toch 
when he home came began it to rain although he is ill he comes nevertheless 
‘When he arrived home, it started to rain’ ‘Although he is ill, he is coming nevertheless’ 



Degeneracy in clause combining 

• Different types of subordinate clauses tend to become more integrated over time (see 
e.g. Hopper & Traugott 2003:175-211) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This undermines the semiotic use of the integration markers 

 

(1) Hoewel ik haestig (driftig) ben, het is aenstonds gedaen (18th century, WNT) 
although I irascible am it is immediately done 
‘Although I am irascible, it is immediately over’  

(2) Hoewel ik je invitatie heel lief vind, zal ik niet kunnen komen (20th century, WNT) 
although I your invitation very sweet find shall I not can come 
‘Although I find your invitation very sweet, I shall not be able to attend.’ 

(3) Ook al waren zij duur geworden, had zij altijd veel bloemen om zich (20th century, WNT) 
even though were they expensive become had she always many flowers around herself 
‘Even though they had become expensive, she was always surrounded by a lot of flowers’  



Degeneracy in clause combining 

• How does Dutch resolve this problem? 
– Considerable increase in the fund of specialised conjunctions (Van der 

Horst 2008:984: proliferation (“woekering”) of subordinating 
conjunctions in Late Middle Dutch and Early Modern Dutch. See also 
Leuschner & Van den Nest (p.c.) “conjunctional drift”) 

 



Degeneracy in clause combining 

• Default subordinator dat (hopelessly polysemous) 

(1) Want dat hi enich erchs verdiende, nemmermeer en haddi ons te vriende (MNW, s.v. dat) 
for if he any bad-GEN achieved nevermore NEG had=hi us to friend:DAT 
‘For if he achieved anything bad, he would not have us as a friend anymore’ 

(2) Hi hadde .. hem selven soe siec ghemaect, dat hi soe vele hadde ghewaect (MNW, s.v. dat) 
he had him self so sick made because he so much had stayed_awake 
‘He had made himself so sick because he had stayed awake so long’ 

(3) Ic hebbe in minen droom van hem ghedoghet, dat ics vermoeyt bem (MNW, s.v. dat) 
I have in my dream of him thought so_that (consequence) I=this:GEN tired am 
‘I thought about him in my dream, so that I am tired because of it’ 

(4) Maria brachte haren sone, dat menne besniden soude (MNW, s.v. dat) 
Maria brought her son so_that (goal) one=him:ACC circumcise would 
‘Maria brought her son, so that he could be circumcised’ 

(5) Si dwoughen sine voete met warmen borne, dat ic wane (MNW, s.v. dat) 
They washed his feet with warm source_water as_far_as I believe 
'They washed his feet with warm water, as far as I know’ 



Degeneracy in clause combining 

• Until quite recently, even a specialised conjunction opdat was still more 
underspecified than in PdD: 

(1) Opdat ik maar eenigszins tijd heb, zal ik het doen (18th/19th century, WNT, s.v. opdat) 
if I but somewhat time have, shall I it do 
‘If I have only the slightest amount of time, I will do it’ 

(2) Hij ... hield de lamp omhoog, opdat zij des te beter mochten zien (19th c., WNT s.v. opdat) 
he held the lamp up so_that they the better might see 
‘He held the lamp up, so that they could see (even) better’ 



Degeneracy in clause combining 

• Position of the verb (in main clause and in subordinate clause) > Rise of conjunctions 

• Couldn't we deal with this as just a case of bleaching-and-renewal or something else 
from the familiar linguistic shelve? 

• Degeneracy is a more insightful approach: 

– The grammaticalisation of word worder in main clause and subordinate clauses) and the 
development of new conjunctions go in the same direction (Van der Horst 1981, 2008:538ff., 
769ff., 1040ff., Burridge 1993:41) 

– Both strategies are on the increase, but the word order strategy is a victim of its own success. 

– There are more strategies involved, e.g. V1-conditionals (exaptation to other meanings, see 
De Smet & Van de Velde 2012) 

– The processes are causally related: 

• Adverbial clauses without a specialised conjunction are more likely to resist integration 
in the main clause (Van de Velde, ms.) 

• Non-integration word order can be exploited with integration-triggering conjunctions for 
semantic reasons (König & Auwera 1988:124-125) 

(1) ‘ASSERTIVE EMPHASIS’ (‘MARKED FOCUS’, ‘CONTRASTIVE STRESS’) 
 Hoewel ik Fred niet verdragen kan, haten doe ik hem ook niet 
 although I Fred not stand can hate do I him also not 
 ‘Although I can’t stand Fred, I don’t actually hate him’ 



Degeneracy in West Germanic 

 

1. Argument realisation 

 

2. Clause combining (subordination) 

 

3. The inner syntax of the NP 

 

4. Auxiliaries 

 

 (Evidence mostly from Dutch, but the argumentation carries over to 
other languages as well) 

 



The inner syntax of the NP 

• Definiteness 

– by aspect and case (Abraham 1997; Philippi 1997; Leiss 2007) 

– by weak inflection on adjectives (Traugott 1992) 

– by specialised PoS: articles (Himmelmann 1997) 

– by other determiners (poss, Q ...) (Van de Velde 2009, 2010; Sommerer 2010) 

 

• Dependency 

– morphological agreement between noun and dependents 

– word order configurationality (Van de Velde 2009, Ledgeway 2011) 

 

• Degeneracy 

– strategies are not mutually exclusive (German: agreement and word order) 

 

ti
m

e 
ti

m
e 



Degeneracy in West Germanic 

 

1. Argument realisation 

 

2. Clause combining (subordination) 

 

3. The inner syntax of the NP 

 

4. Auxiliaries 

 

 (Evidence mostly from Dutch, but the argumentation carries over to 
other languages as well) 

 



Auxiliaries 

• Auxiliaries are degenerately marked (partial lists are provided in Hammerich 1960; 
Van der Horst 2008:873-896 for Dutch, Warner 1993:3-9 for English) 

1. preterite-present inflection 

2. clustering in the verbal endgroup 

3. contracted negation and polarity-sensitive root apophony 

4. subject-verb inversion 

5. infinitivus pro participio (IPP) 

6. clitic realisation 

7. lack of non-finite use 

8. st-preterite (wist, moest, cost, begost) 

9. ould-preterite (would, could, should) 

... 

• Not all languages use the same set of degenerate markers 
– Dutch: 1, 2, 5, (6), 8† 

– English: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 

– Depends on language structure (Fischer 1997) 



Auxiliaries 

• Is this degeneracy? Yes: 

• Not just an increase in the number of aux features (road to auxiliariness) 

• Features may wax and wane (e.g. st preterite) 

• Features are not motivated by universal grammaticalisation pathways (Heine 
& Kuteva 2002), e.g. IPP 

• Features only apply to subsets of aux (similar to other cases of degeneracy, 
e.g. ablaut vs. dental preterites) 



Degeneracy 

 

• Generalised Darwinism (Dennet 1995 Croft 2000; Rosenbach 2008:24; 
Simon 2010; Steels 2011) 

• Conceptual parsimony 

• Similarities and differences between biological and cultural evolution 

 



Further reading 

 

 

Van de Velde, F. 2012. Degeneracy: the maintenance of 
constructional networks. Leuven Working Papers in Linguistics 
1(2): 24-61. 

 

(http://www.arts.kuleuven.be/ling/workingpapers/papers) 

 


